13-TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON FUZZY SET THEORY AND APPLICATIONS

LIPTOVSKÝ JÁN, SLOVAK REPUBLIC

www.math.sk/fsta

ORGANIZATION
The 13-th Conference on Fuzzy Set Theory and Applications FSTA 2016 will take place under the auspices of the Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava, the Armed Forces Academy of General Milan Rastislav Štefánik in Liptovský Mikuláš and the Working Group for Fuzzy Set Theory and Applications of the Slovak Mathematical and Physical Association, in co-operation with EUSFLAT and SIPKES s.r.o.

INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMME COMMITTEE
Chair persons: MESIAR Radko (Slovak Republic), SAMINGER-PLATZ Susanne (Austria)

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMME
The Conference Scientific Programme will consist of special invited plenary lectures, invited and contributed parallel sessions. Rooms can be provided for workshops and special invited sessions during the conference. Please, send all suggestions for workshops and invited sessions to Prof. Radko Mesiar (radko.mesiar@stuba.sk) no later than September 15, 2015.

ABSTRACTS
Abstracts should be submitted by October 15, 2015 to the secretary of the Organizing Committee Dr. Andrea Stupňanová (fsta@math.sk) with subject:"Abstract FSTA 2016" specified. Abstracts (in English) of about 300 words may only be submitted by e-mail as PDF, LaTeX or DOC files without pagination (see attached forms at www.math.sk/fsta). All accepted abstracts will be published in the Conference Proceedings which will be available at the beginning of the conference.

IMPORTANT DATES AND DEADLINES
September 15, 2015: Deadline for proposal of workshops and invited sessions
October 15, 2015: Deadline for submission of abstracts
November 15, 2015: Deadline for notification of acceptance of submitted abstracts for oral presentation
November 30, 2015: Deadline for registration
December 1, 2015: Deadline for the payment of the conference fee

GENERAL INFORMATION
Language: The official conference language will be English. Simultaneous interpretation will not be available.
Venue: Lectures and sessions will take place at the Hotel SOREA Máj in Liptovský Ján. The opening ceremony will begin on Monday morning, January 25, 2016 at 9 a.m. The conference is expected to end on Friday noon, January 29, 2016.
Accommodation: The conference, including accommodation of the participants and accompanying persons, will take place at the Hotel SOREA Máj in Liptovský Ján. Room and board (five nights lodging, breakfasts, lunches and dinners from Sunday evening, January 24, 2016 till Friday afternoon, January 29, 2016) are provided.
Social and cultural events: The Organizing Committee will prepare an excursion, a concert and a reception for participants and accompanying persons. The region of Liptovský Ján is a starting point for visiting different parts of the central Slovakia. There are several possibilities to go for individual trips to the High or Low Tatras. The hotel swimming pool with thermal water and fitness centre will be open (free of charge) for all conference participants and accompanying persons.
More details: See the Conference website www.math.sk/fsta

ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
Chair: Ladislav ŠIPEKY (ladislav.sipeky@stuba.sk), managing director of SIPKES s.r.o.
Members: Tomáš BACIGÁL, Gejza JENČA, Peter STRUK, Andrea STUPŇANOVÁ